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What is a photobook? 

 A carefully organised and edited photo album 

 e.g. coffee table book, wedding album, travel memoire, art photography 
book, documentary of life in your area, family memento 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why? 

 Show your photos in ways not possible with single images 

 An object you can show people; a memento for your family; a gift etc  

 Fun – a totally different way to organise and appreciate your photos!  

 

 



Step 1: Format 

 Book (portrait, landscape, square) 

 Other options: e-book, magazine, newspaper 

 Sizes – from smallest (octavo) to largest (folio) 



Step 2: The Edit - General 

 Lay out 100-300 photos 

 You are making a movie ! 

 Look for a common theme, a story, 
a statement  

E.g. a photographic topic 

E.g. something personal you care 
about  

 (Storm chaser; Backyard Nature; 
City Life etc) 

 Have a beginning, middle and end 
– but not necessarily in that order! 

 Link pages to build up momentum, 
have pauses/quiet moments, 
combine long/medium/detail 
shots, repeat the theme  

 Adding text (titles, foreword, 
credits, subtitles, end titles, page 
numbers etc) 



Step 2: The Edit - Detail 

 Organise all your selected photos  

 Linear structure – all photos placed in a temporal or 
logical order (with a beginning, middle, end) 

 Non-linear structure – an atmosphere/mood, a 
tapestry where images build up the meaning, a spiral 
where you get closer and closer to the key scenes, a 
stream of consciousness/dream-like structure with 
repeating motifs and unexpected disjunctions etc  

 Structure individual pages 

 Cover – a shot that will grab attention  

 Opening photos – strong, suggesting questions to be 
explored later in the book  

 Main body of photos 

Pair photos with similar – or contrasting – lines, shapes, 
light, colours etc 

Position 3+ images in an temporal order (montage), 
combine multiple images into one image (collage) 

 End – have images that make a point, leave you 
wondering etc 



Step 3: Book Design and Print 

 Officeworks: Instore: Basic design options, 150 gsm paper, 20-40 pages, 2 
days to print, $30 for 20 pages.  Online: 20-120 pages, 300 gsm paper (2 
weeks to print). No input to proofs 

 Blurb, Vistaprint, Snapfish etc: Design options, photobooks/magazines, 
some archival paper, $20+ for 20 pages (2-4 weeks) 

 Carbon8: Single account manager, input to proofs, multiple bindings (2-4 
weeks) 

 Momento Pro: Input to proofs, archival paper, c. $150 (3- 4 weeks) 

 Major book publishers e.g. UNSW Press, Steidl etc: Input to proofs, (2-3 
years) 

 Other decisions: 

 Cover: hard, soft, linen, leather, embossed 

 Binding: sewn, spiral, flat, staple 

 Dustjacket 



Comparison (abridged) 

(See notes 

below) 
MOMENTO SNAPFISH ADVENT ALBUMWORKS PHOTOBOX BLURB 

PHOTOBOOK  

AUSTRALIA 
OFFICEWORKS 

Website 
www.momento.c

om.au 

www.snapfish.co

m.au 

www.adventphot

obooks. 

com.au 

www.albumwork

s.com.au 

www.photobox.c

om.au 

www.blurb.com/

Australia 

www.photobook

australia.  

com.au 

www.officeworks.com.au 

Website ease of 

navigating 

Clear and 

concise.  
Clear and concise. 

Okay to navigate 

but lacks some 

required 

information - see 

below.  

Automatic 

scrolling images 

annoying when 

trying to 

compare.  

Comprehensive 

and clear. Seems 

slower than other 

to download a 

web page. 

A mess to 

navigate really 

and slow but very 

comprehensive. 

All info provided. 

Many 

inspirations. 

Enter 'Get 

Started' from 

home page for 

full info.  

Well designed, 

easy to navigate 

and find all info. 

Several 

calculators to 

determine costs.  

Very easy to navigate but some 

information sadly missing.  

What it boasts.  

(Their 

quotations). 

Momento is 

Australia’s first 

and finest photo 

book company. 

(No hype).  (No hype). 

Announcing the 

world's first High 

Definition 

Photobook. HD = 

High Definition 

Microprinting 

option. 

Welcome to 

Photobox, proud 

to serve 22 

million members. 

Easy-to-Make, 

Affordable Books 

Beautiful Books 

Your Way 

More Products, More Pages, More 

Options, More Design Freedom. 
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Tips  
 Make the big decisions early. Clarify early the purpose of the book, who is the audience, book 

size and format, how many copies to produce, and estimated cost 

 Plan first. Create a rough plan of your book before importing pictures with Title page, an 
Introduction and/or Foreword, credit page and any text on your back page. This will save time 
in juggling pictures and page layouts. When you are ready to print, print one proof (draft) 
version and review the design (see below) BEFORE making final prints  

 Don’t rush the edit. 

 Identify book format and work out the best image shapes for that format  

e.g. square photos generally don’t look attractive in A4 shaped books 

 Create a jpg (of cover image, text and photos) for every single page in advance 

(In Officeworks, if you need a “blank” page, insert a jpg of a blank page  

 Have a flow that links pages together and the book as a whole  

 Gather the photos you plan to print into a folder and then leave them for two to three days/weeks.  Get a third opinion. 
Then review the structure 

 Review your design in detail. You don't want any mistakes slipping through. Let your layout sit 
for a couple of days just in case you want to make any changes before sending it to the printers.  
Get someone else to proof-read your text. Check details such as page numbers 

 Expect a learning curve. It will take several days learning to use the software. You may find 
hidden design features which will make for a better final product 

 Some instore/web-support staff can help you when problems arise 

 Once you know the software it takes around 2 hours to design the book 



Resources  
 Comparison of 8 photobook companies in 

Australia (Officeworks to Momento ) 

 Finding the right photo book service (Tips from 
Choice Magazine) 

 Photobook Awards: 

 Aperture Foundation (photobook reviews and awards) 

 Amsterdam Dummy Photobook Awards
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